Annex Q – PSP Results – SHAPE

Gender (47 respondents)
Sex [Male]

Sex [Female]

Age (48 respondents)
18-24

25-34

35-44

45-54

55-64

65+

4% 0% 0%
11%

38%

29%

62%

56%

How are you connected to the
military? (48 respondents)
Military member
Spouse/partner of a military member
Son or daughter of a military member
Sponsored Civilian Employee
Other
Other

0%

Leaving in the next year
Mid posting

29%

48%

-Teacher
-teacher
-Teacher

What is your first official
language? (48 respondents)
English

Arrived within the last year

31%

6%
0%
0%

46%

Where are you at in your
posting? (48 respondents)

French
0%

25%

75%

Other

40%
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Do you feel your European Funds are being well spent?
Yes

No

Don't Know

26

27

26
22
17
9

8

7

7

3

Chalet Program

European Fund
Grant

9
5

Spousal Deployment Academic Program
Support

Chalet Program
-Limited selection. I would recommend allowing each family to book and then recieve a certain amount
per reservation.
-funds go to the chalet program, yet not all members even take part in it.
-Chelet program is not family friendly if you have children in school. Dates available for Chalet program
are spread over and do not match up with School breaks. However, this is not important to our family we are not dependent on it.
-A waste of money. Not everyone benefits (only a select few can take advantage.) What percentage of
the European Community actually successfully makes use (wins) of Chalet? Why such a high cost for so
few? Seriously, the cost savings is negligible, members will travel regardless of it's existance.
-Internet research I found better prices
-Spend more on this program, less on European Fund Grant
-many chalets are more expensive than the market
-Would like more input into activities. Not everyone drinks or has children.
-I've used and enjoyed it.
-By the time the information comes for this program we usually have our plans made for vacation since
my husband is in a small office and plans must be made will in advance in order to get the desired time
off, so we have not yet been able to use this, however it seems like it is a good program for those who
can use it.
-A great idea for all for morale.
European Fund Grant
-tout depend de ce qui est inclus.
-It would be nice to see more events or trips set up.
-Bulk of UF funds comes from this
-Same as above.
-I have no idea what this is!
-Have not been here long enough to form an opinion
-I'm not sure what the grant is for.
-This should be better publicized to our community.
-have not heard of this program
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Spousal Deployment Support
-It should be more for those who's spouse depolye
-i dont have a spouse. My mother is my NOK.
-Had no idea this existed!
-What is this fund for?
-I have no idea what this is?
-same as above
-No spouse.
-It seems like a good way to spend the money but I don't really know what this program is or what the
money is used for when you say "support"
-No idea what this is.
-Have never heard of this
-Have not heard of this program but support its idea.
-Not sure what this program is
Academic Program
-For those who have children, I think it should be more
-I use this program and I find it great.
-Had no idea this existed!
-What is this fund for?
-same as above
-I don't know what this is
-What learning programs?
-Have never heard of this
-Would be interested to find out about this program.
-Again not sure what this is

Can you suggest any other PSP morale and welfare program(s) that could be funded through the
European Fund? Keep in mind it must be open to all European Fund members.
-Open funded trips to other areas of the European community and not just locally.
-More funds should be directed towards local activities and programs that are open to the entire
community (within respective locations) that show case Canada. Canada Day, Vimy Memorial trips,
etc.
-I think we are well funded and the programs we are offered are fantastic.
-A vehicle or trailer for moving things, or an arrangement with a local car rental service.
-Assisting adult youth with fixed or limited income with travel expenses to visit military parents
overseas.
-Perhaps more Military Scholarship/Bursaries for kids
-too new to comment
-Camp Canuck
-Programs where Canadians of other Outcans come together - exchanges, visits etc.
-A Canadian Store or outlet at PSP (like we used to have) to acquire Canadian-unique goods for both
ourselves and our European colleagues
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Do you feel you have the
opportunity to provide input into
Personnel Support Programs?
Yes

No

Somewhat

24%
52%
24%

-Not clear on what this process would be.
-I have ideas for certain programs, however since i am the youngest canadian on this base, all other
older canadians are not interested in my ideas. My ideas would target members my own age..
-With respect to the EF, the chain of command has never solicited input from the community. The EF
meetings take place without input from community. Direction and decisions seem to be made solely
by senior staff and are not impartial. Why does one senior member of each community have the
vote. Why not have all members vote.
-Seem geared to a specific group in the community.
-Again at at the local level I feel we get to provide input but I don't know how we would provide input
at the Europe level up until this survey
-This survey is a good start.
How important is this to you?
Very Important

Somewhat

Not Important

Do you and your family
participate in UF activities? (43
respondents)
Yes

2%

0%
17%

81%

100%

No
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What types of activities would you like to see offered at your
location?
40
35
30
25
20
15
10
5
0
Cultural / Outdoor / Social /
Arts
Adventure Wellness

Sports

Special
Events

Group
Travel

Other

-social events with the local community, and a community that meets the age range of the military
members. So far I have met really old locals, i was hoping to socialize with people my own age (26).
-Educational
-We already do all of the above
-Travel organised by a PSP rep would be great. Currently it is done by UF volunteers members, when
there are volunteers.
-I would love to see something related to culture. A wellness program especially for the spouses would
be of great benefit I believe.
-Events outside the work day.
What motivates you to participate
in UF activities?
Cost

Convenience

Community Spirit

Other

8%
23%

41%
28%

-Scheduling availability with work and family
-Availability
-Since I am only 26, and all other canadians here are much older..It is very not interesting for me to
attend UF activities.
-An opporunity to explore local culture with a Canadian Community = perfect.
-Location, Activity
-Date and time. Event.
-Interest - the topic, idea, outing, event must be timely and of interest to the family
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Why don't you participate in UF
activities? (0 respondents)
Cost

Timing

Not Interested

Other

Are you aware of the PSP morale
and welfare benefits, rebates
and/or programs available to you
and your family in your area?
(43 respondents)
Yes

No

30%
70%

Are you satisfied with the PSP
services you receive?
(43 respondents)
Yes

Somewhat

No

12%
21%
67%

-Bring back the Canadian store at SHAPE
-It would be nice to know what PSP benefits, rebates and programs are available?
-Our PSP rep goes above and beyond to provide PSP services to the community.
-I would say that I am somewhat satisfied but it doesn't allow me to add a comment if I do that. It
seems that there are some programs available that I am not aware of based on a previous question in
this survey. It asked about academic programs and I am not aware of these.
-Need more information - emails to households and or newsletters/blogs to families
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Is there something PSP offers in
your area that you feel is NOT
necessary? (32 respondents)
No

3%

Yes

Don’t know

16%

81%

How did you hear about PSP
services in Europe?
(40 respondents)
Community Member
Email from PSP
Welcome Briefing
On-line
Other

4%

4%
32%

39%
21%

-I am the PSP Coord. :-)
-PSP office is in my building
-I heard about the PSP chalets, but no other PSP services.
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How would you like to receive PSP
information in the future?
(40 respondents)
Website

Newsletter

FaceBook

Other
0%

17%

22%

18%
43%

Email

